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Atmospheric textures, ethnic chanting and electronic rhythms fill the scene while the story invites your

mind. 10 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Background Music, NEW AGE: New Age Details: About the

Story Wandering Tree is the rebirth of an ancient and mysterious legend describing the first human step

towards intellectual freedom. Through concept music, poetry and art the legend is reborn in this first

release of a three part CD collection. It is an unknown time. The forest around is teeming with wisdom

and life. Reaching for the stars, but rooted to the rituals of the past, these beings remain eternally

righteous where they stand. But one adventurous soul lifts it's roots and begins the journey toward the

great deserts beyond the forest. It is rumored in our own history that the forests around were created from

one single tree. Although Wandering Tree is at home within the New Age community, it is really a

universal story of boundless human exploration. With themes such as passion, innocence, and

adventure, Wandering Tree is the CD to take with you on your own life journey. Brought to life with aural

landscapes, urban rhythms, and ethnic voices this artistic venture will create the vision, then guide you

through the forest of the mind. Where this CD delivers you to the threshold of youthful passion and

innocence, the next CD in the series will pick up on the illusions we create around our lives and the

Sirens we invite. The final CD in the series will rest your heart within a state of grace and reflect upon the

power of intent. Each CD is it's own story...and the three stories are a single vision of the Human

Experience: Innocence, Illusion and Grace. In the end, it is you who creates your own destiny and it is

Wandering Tree who will have been your journey's companion. About the Artist Keoki Trask is a

musician, producer and audio engineer intent on forging artistic products that enhance one's view of life.

His productions seek to push the bounds of technology both in and out of the entertainment world. Based

out of Asheville, NC, he enjoys traveling the world accompanied by his favorite books on poetry,
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philosophy and art. Inspired by modern music and classical themes, Keoki is on a journey to chronicle the

human experience. It is the very image of the human being which Keoki intends to redefine: With the

anticipated release: "Wandering Tree" now available, Keoki will begin the final stages of his second

installment to the story: "Piercing the Veil." Keoki Trask invites you to join the adventure of a lifetime and

to take one of many steps towards the rebirth of the story of the Human Being. About the CD The

Wandering Tree CD is a rare glimpse into the future of entertainment technology. It not only functions as

a standard audio CD, but also as a computer CD-ROM. Included on this CD-ROM are such features as a

bonus audio track, the story of the Wandering Tree, screen savers, behind the scenes, and more. "It's

artists like Keoki Trask that are testing the waters...only world beat musician Peter Gabriel is among the

few doing it now."
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